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interagency projects was substantial and reflected a number of agendas. The ACTION projects focused on youth Community Service, consistent with the objectives of YCCIP.  The CSA projects also focused on youth Community Service, but with a strong emphasis on operations through local Community organizations spawned under the federal antipoverty program of the 1960s.  The HEW projects focused on con-nections between local employment and training programs and secondary or postsecondary institutions—a key congressional concern.  The Department of Energy project focused on drawing disadvantaged youths into new careers in the energy field.
The interagency projects returned little in the way of structured research and evaluation, for reasons that are relatively clear. While OYP often referred to its federal collaborators äs playing the role of prime Sponsors, the facts were that OYP could exercise virtually no control over the projects they administered after the interagency agreements were signed.  The agencies were neither creatures of DOL—äs prime Sponsors were—nor full-fledged contractors—äs intermediaries were. They were free-standing federal agencies with independent authority. Hence, if they lacked the capacity to do systematic research, or if they disagreed with the demands that research and evaluation imposed on their discretion, there was little OYP could do to force their cooperation.  Moreover, since the purpose of interagency agreements, from the congressional point of view, was to cement internal relations within the federal government, it was not necessarily in the interests of OYP to provoke embarrassing interagency conflicts that would be difficult to explain to Congress.
Intraagency Projects
Intraagency projects, äs noted above, served an important internal objective by stabilizing OYP's relationship with ASPER and OPER.  But two equally important additional purposes of these projects were, first, to develop a basic research constituency for youth employment among academics, and second, to assure that youth employment issues were adequately addressed in established longitudinal data bases, like the National Longitudinal Survey and the Continuous Longitudinal Manpower Survey.
In their own way, the intraagency projects were among the most successful in the knowledge development process.  They involved relatively low-cost, finite, well-defined tasks; they could build on established institutional capacity (e.g., the National Bureau of Economic Research, the National Council on Employment Policy); and they had relatively self-explanatory payoffs.  But for all their appeal in specificity and feasibility, these projects were not very valuable in political terms.  Better research and more complete data about youth employment were useful in dealing with Congress only if it could also be demonstrated that DOL was "doing something" about the problems it was documenting.

